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CAMPUS CELEBRATES HOLY WEEK
r

Sunrise Service To Climax
Week Of Religious Observances'
The Holy Week, from Palm Sunday to Easter Sunday,
has been a busy one for church student groups at Eastern.
The week will climax with the presentation of the Sunrise
Service m the Amphitheater at 6:30 on Easter morning.

This is the eighteenth annual
u n r i s e Service given to the
mphitheater. It is sponsored by
.e combined TWOA and YMCA.
The speaker this year is the
.everend C. J. N. Bailey from
-'hrist Church Episcopal in Richnond. Music for the service will
ie provided by the choir which
-vill sing "O Sing Unto the Lord",
'Dayspring of Eternity" and the
t-aditional "Beautiful Saviour",
13 "fartha Winfrey will sing a solo,
2 Know That My Redeemer
tveth" from Handel's Messiah.
r«^ The scriptures will be read By
[Che/* president of the YWOA, Peg^
Jo Spencer; James Noble, presila

dent of the YMCA, will offer the
Invocation. Eddie Hatch will give
**»« Benediction.
For the second year, the Youth
Council of the churches of Richmond has sponsored evening devotions during Holy- Week in the
Amphitheater. These short daily
devotionals given at 5:00 were designed to bring home to students
the true meaning of the Easter
Season.
Both the BSU and Wesley
Foundation had services through
the week emphasizing aspects of
Easter, both the Crucifixion and The annual Easter Sunday Sunrise Service draws worshippers of all denominations from both the campus
the Resurrection.
and downtown.

f LTC Announces Cast, Dates,
For "The Loud Red Patrick"

IT

Veterans Initiate
Fund

Mr. Mountz New
Progress Sponsor

Two New Eastern
Regents Named

Oov. A. B. Chandler on Monday named H. D. Fitzpatrick, Jr^
Prestonsburg, and Robert B. Hensley, Louisville, to replace forMr. Gerald Honaker, director of the Little Theater ggf^ ^cteX^ow rapid*
mer Gov. Keen Johnson, Richmond, and Cecil Sanders, Lancasproduction, "The Loud Red Patrick," to be given May 7, 8, 9. alumni have had an opportunity and ooUe«"dlvlBlOB« opBastern* ter> <■ the hoaTd of regents of
Tryouts, held on Monday night
to make donations. The fund will has become the new sponsor of Eastern State College. The terms
at 7:00 in the Auditorium, were m the running of the family be incorporated sometime this the Progress.
of Johnson and Sanders had expired.
continued on Thursday, April 3. through a family council.
summer.
Mr.
Mountz,
a
native
of
Clay
Bo far, these people are tenta- n Patrick always wins in the fam- T^ fund capital will be allowed City, received his B.S. at Eastern
Fitzpatrick la a son of a fortively set for roles. Ralph Mills, Y council because he bribes two to grow for at lfiaat ten years. it in 1947 and his M.A. from U. of K. mer regent, the late H. D. FitzMary Bailey, Jean Patterson, Peg- «
ma 'our daughters to vote his wm De invested in income-pro- in 1957. He served with the army patrick, Sr., who served more
gy Hinkla. Mary Douglas Perry, way &nd »» c*11 vote down any- ducmK Becurities.
from 1943 to 1946 and from 1950 than a dozen years and was a
Ada Ruth Mackey, and HXnei ***~8
»» *MMi't iik«. He is hapfund to 1968. He has taught at Irvine member of! the board at the time
Brown. The title role of "Patrick, Puy convinced that he is raising The mah» pmyunc of the
the part of Ralph, and a male one- his daughters properly, and also wlU be to provide help for stu- High School and the Fugazzi of his death in 1957. H. D. Fltzh
can 8tin
hi
not School of Business in Mt. Sterling, patrict, Jr., graduated from Eastthat he
still rule
line walk-on have not been'decided that
« can
"lle his
» househouaa- remain
dents, who
without Through
it, .couldscholin college.
and has been employed in indus- ern with the class of 1942. His
hold.
upon.
arships,
the
fund
will
be
an
investwife, the former Martha
Jans
This play, set In the early 1920's,
He reckons without the feminine ment in talent. R is hoped and try.
1
Thompson,
also
attended
Eastern.
This
is
his
second
year
at
Eastis a happy comedy about a loud, love of romance. When the oldest
wh fl
Kd-headed Irishman named Pat- daughter wants to give up Vassar SS-S^S-J-rJrX! =»"r2LEE ern. He is unmarried and lives At the present time he is ai member of the State Board of Educarick, hence the title. Patrick has for marriage, the girls unite JS^ES?!* SftAJSiSST in the Trailer Park.
tion and Is vice president of the
tour daughters whom he is at- against their father. Patrick's wl ater be able to, contribute to
Bank of Josephine of Prestonstempting to raise very progres- wiggling to get out of his own it.
burg.
sively. He has them educated, trap comprises the comedy that The monies obtained from the
teaches them about democracy, made this play a hit on Broadway Vets Club will be invested in govHenSLey is a former student at
and even,
lets them have a voice a few seasons ago.
eminent securities, and the income
Eastern. He was reared in Bur■ ' " - "—m—- '.,•'<■ *tt^% ■ ■ ' ' ■ -.ifait^>
.-».-' ..i
will be used to keep some worthy'
lington. He is a lawyer with ofstudent- in school next year. ,,
-The Ping-pong tournament epon- flces m TjouigyiUeeahd is one of
« It is the President's desire that, X2J2 WEI"111 ^ Kentucky's most dynamic and suein time, the fund will grow to T StSr^S*^ 7^7*, Va^fe c«a8ful business men.
A listing of all initial matches^ Johnson and Sanders were
$100,000 or more.
may be ftymd in the grill.
*
_
closely connected with Eastern far
Rules For Progress
many years, each of them havPing-Pong Tournament
ing served three terms on the
1. Any player who is not pres- board.
ent at his scheduled match, forfeits the match.. If you cannot
1
play at your scheduled time, see
Delia Warren before play starts
_ .
, __ ,,
r*»l
Mr. Bert C. Bach has been at 4:00 o'clock, for rescheduling.
Richmond, Ky. March 29. -—
awarded a $1,000 Carnegie Fellow2. Schedule—-M en's doubles:
Eastern Kentucky State College authorities announced ship in Teaching at George Pea- 4:00
.
President O'Donnell has been into 6:00, Monday, Wednesday,
0 l
Frlday
formed
that the Radio Corporation
Mixed
doubles:
4:00
to
today that work on the the new dormitory to house 200 gSLffl ! ?%£ iwartTSlTbeeS 6:00, Tuesday,
'
Thursday. Men's °' America will provide two scholwi
obabl
55
»Pf
y ^ started within the next ten days. The announced by Dr. Felix C. Robb, gJJ!
singles: e:0o
6:00-to
to 9:00
9:00,, Monday
Monday arships for the year 1968-W. On,
DKlS lor the construction were opened yesterday.
Dean of Instruction at Peabody. through Friday. Women's suwrles:
singles: of the scholarships, worth $800,004
The Hargett Construction Com- Pederal Housing and Home fci- -V?**.. award carries unusual 6:00 to 9:00, Monday through Fri- will be given to a junior or seniors
the other, $260.00 is for a sophodistinction and is made each year day.
parry of Lexington, with a bid of nance
*LvtT22 outstanding students
3. j^ matches other than more or freshman.
$532,000, was loW among 14 con*££\ --«- - «
tractors who bid for the Job. wnApproximately 1,300 of East- with strong liberal arts back- thoae scheduled, will be decided The recipients will be selected
by a committee which-will be apPresident W. F. O'DonneU ex- 6
'« 2,715 students now live on grounds. This is the eightti year upon Dy the Judges
prised the hope that at least a ™
t"e campus or m
in me
the Village
vuiage ior
for that
!
a group
group of
01 Carnegie
^arnegie Fellow* enow4.
will"be two out of wl11
P°inted by the President. The two
4> Matches will
part of the building will be ready married students. College au- ship Holders Has been selected.
three games. Semi-finals will be
°« chosen from students Who
for occupancy at the beginning thorities stated that while the new Mr. Bach, a senior English ma- three out of five games and finals, wish to become teachers of science,
of the second semester of 1958- dormitory will greatly relieve pti from whttesburg, is doing his four out of seven.
either in high school or college.
69 and that the entire building *°me °* fte overcrowding in the student teaching at Model High
5. Each game will have a Judge Thia is the second year that tha
will be completed before the open- Present
dormitories, Eastern really School. He is a former editor of (and perhaps a scorekeeper) whose R-C.A.
has provided these scholarBni 8
Ing of the summer session of 1959. nee6a *" additional dormitory to tne progress.
decision will be final.
P When completed the new build- «*<>mmodate «*> more students. .
big will be assigned to freshmen
during the first and second semesters. It will be a four-story
structure having 100 bedrooms, a
convenient apartment for the
The Richmond Regional Musle
dormitory supervisor, a spacious
Festival was held on the Eastern
lobby, a laundry* and other auxilCampus, Thursday and Friday*
iary rooms. The total cost of the
April 3rd and 4th. Starting on
building, including construction,
.
Thursday,
over 2,500 students
architects' fees and furniture,- will
entered
the
piano and vocal
be approximately $600,000. It will
events.. Friday, over 3,000 stube financed by an allotment of
dents were here for the band and
$60,000 from the State and a Joan
instrumental events.
from the College' Division of the
These students and thei» instructors represented fifty-seven
schools in this section of KenSPRING VACATION
tucky. Mr. D. J* Carty, District
Manager, and his staff maintained
Classes will be dismissed at
5:00 Wednesday afternoon,
headquarters in the Student Union
Building. In addition to Mr.
April 9. Classes will resume at
Carty's supervision, a, great
8:00 Monday morning, April 14.
' amount of help was contributed by
Remember, all cots on days imthe Music Department here at
mediately preceding or followEastern, without which the Fesing a, vacation count as double
tival would have .been practically .
cuts. . "]
impossible.

boj
as

The Vets Club of Eastern has
the honor of making the first donation to the Eastern Kentucky State

Progress Tourney
Rules Announced

Bids Announced On New

Freshman Men's Dormitory Bach Awarded
$600,000

TO BE SPENT

Fellowship

RCA Science
Awards Listed

MUSIC FESTIVAL'
ON ESC CAMPUS

9»
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To Beautify The Campus

By Dick Bibler

By BEVERLY DANSBY

Members of the World Affairs
Club attended a conference at
Washington, D. C., from March 80
to April 4. The conference - fa
sponsored by the Association of
International Relations Clubs, and
will center around the "Problems
of the Middle East." Senator
Green from Rhode Island and Dr.
John S. Badean, President of the
Near Bast Foundation, Vill be the
guest speaker.
fo^XTthe^SSna, ReTffi
Drive on campus two weeks ago.
The girls, headed by Dolores
Nlblack and Patsy Pace, collected
|100 from canvassing the dorms,
collecting money in a movie, spon^ingt^oPenny-A-Minute nights
'
Fifteen members of the Wesley
Foundation group attended the
State Methodist Student Convention in Bowling Green last week.
Their facuity sr,ongor on the trip
was Mr. Edsel Mountz. Next year,
the convention will be held at
Eastern
•
in the near future, the Home
Economics Club and the Agrjcul*»«* g" ?^{Sht°nlncT
%£g™ L urged to be onthe
lookout for the date of this dance
and to come to it.

Features
Mrs. Venettozzi
Vaslle Vehettozzi will present a
voice recital at Hiram Brock Audi^r^aM°^a/^Apil!.-ll'.f.t-f:°.°.
P. M. She Will be accompanied by
Miss Frances McPhersoh.
Mrs. Venettozzi is ho stranger to
Richmond audiences. She has frequently appeared as soloist in
Richmond and surrounding communities. Recently, she was heard
as soprand soloist in tHe* "Messiah" at Eastern Kentucky State
College.
This past summer, sHe attended
a Master Voice Workshdn af Qte
university" of Indiana, She Has
degrees from Baldwin-Wallace College, and the Eastniari School of
Music.
Her recital will iflefud* songs in
Italian, French; German; Spanish,
Greek, and English. The highlights of thg concert Will be "Magda's Aria" from "The Consul" by
Menotti, and the "Air de Bijou"
from "Fanst" by Gounod.
The public is cordially invited.

MUSIC ocrr.

0OIS ON TOUR

"ONe WCt1HlN6 AftHtfTnlSCOUSt-ieUflW HAKOCIBTTOUUY:'

f

_

class (Commerce 343) enjoyed a
field trip through "The Richmond
Daily Register" dif the afternodn
of March 25th. The purpose of
this trip wad to Observe the principals of advertising as applied tQ
the media of the newspaper and
also to see the machines and their
operation in publishing a newspaper.

On Writing Editorials

LITTLE MAft ON CAMPUS

•

Mu Chapter of Cwens, National

In just a little while, the contractors are going to move
off our campus. We're sure you'll agree its about time.
Thov've re.xllv messed up a lot of ground in the past winter
th
months.
.
Plahs^have been made to restore things so far as posBible, and maybe even to improve them. Soon we'll have sod
covering all the bare spots, new tree? and shrubbery, little
flowers growing-, trees bursting into bloom, song birds twitterm"' and all the rest of the poetic stuff that goes with
Bprmg.
Can you imagine a bigger let-down than to walk out oi
the beautiful world of nature into the Grille?
If vou don't feel the Grille and Recreation Room are
so bad, try this simple test. The next.time you start to
take a bite out of a sandwich in the Grille, look at the table
from which VOU just picked it Up. If you can see the table
for the filth, mess and garbage on it, you're undoubtedly
eating- before 8:00 in the morning. Try looking at the floor.
If it's after 11:00, you're probably sitting with your feet
to n muck composed of coffee, pickles, cigarette butts, pater,
and other savory items.
If you car* take that bite after looking clearly and obobjectively at the mess which YOU have helped to make,
you have a stomach of cast iron. If you can't why not try
helping a little in Campus Beautification Week, starting with
the Grille and Recreation Room.

Have you ever tried to write editorials? It's a problem,
you know. What to use for a subject is always important.
You must be careful about it, too. If you gripe too much,
you're a grouch. If you preach sweetness and light, you re a
"Pollyanna."
Aside from varying your subject matter, you must be
careful hot either to insult or to praise any one group too
often. If "you praise too often, you're "ape'-' on that group;
if you insult too often, you're "real down" on them.
'-"'-*ou mftSlni v offend uaj administration; thoy run the
School >ou attend. You mustn't inpult the faculty,; they
teach tne classes you take. You mustn't make the. students.
mad; they make your social life interesting.
Now your field for whiting has been cut down considerably. You are limited either to inane rattling, or to a
subject which is an acknowledged problem for all groups.
Since these groups are diversified, you'll find a very few
problems in common.
Perhaps in the anonmity of a large university, backed
by a student body which expects and demands radical statejnents from its newspaper, you could write any editorials
you wouW like. Until Eastern students lose* their apathetic
attitude, your field will continue to be limited here.

Friday, Apr!! 4, 1958

The College Band, consisting of
tflflty-aix members under the direction of Mr. Nick J. Koenlgstetn,
will take their annual trip to play
for high schools sending graduates
to Eastern, oh April 17 and 18.
The band, traveling by. bus. will
give concerts in a number of North
entral Kentucky high schools.
The Choir, under the direction
of Mr. James E. Van Peursem, has
arranged a tour into Northern
Kentucky for April 30 and May 1.
The ninety-six member choir
and its staff will spend Wednesday night at the Gibson Hotel la
Cincinnati.

Hat's Off to sportsters Alan Le Force and Judy Leete.

Anyone for baseball ? basketball ? football? volleyball ?
Hats Off to Judy Leete and Alan LeForce who are all for
these and more besides.
Judy is a P. E; major from Ash- tne Sputniks Basketball team as a
land, and she's living proof that it guard. We understand he aver«
aged 18 to 20 points a game fdr
£*• ^^^be^portamtad- his
team.
• - .
sports require grace, skill, and coHe is hoping to run track this!
ordination from girls.
spring for "Big E" and play footShe s a member of the p
'
' *■ ball this fall. In track, he ruris
Camping avb and the 100 yard and 200 yard dash.
££--»
*" Council.
'
Alan likes the Intramural Sports
Burnam House
Program
because it gives more
In W. R. A., Judy plays forward
a chance to play sports, but
on the basketball team and third boys
the Intramural Basketball1
base on the softball team. She thinks
teams
need
more freedpm. for the
totalled eighty-one points in six big gym.
games during basketball season.
Sports are more than relaxation
This was The first year for the
Intramural Women's Program, and to Alan; they're his way of life.
Judy started off with them playing
on the volleyball and basketball
teams. She's also taking the volCOMING EVENTS
leyball coaching class.
She, feels that U» Intramurals
(i—Sunrise Sorvice in Amphihave a good program planned out, theater.
but it will require girls and more
10-12—KBA Vacation.
girls. You don't have to be a P.
14—Mrs. Vaslle Venettozzi In
E. major or a "tomboy"; just go
over to the Health Building for a faculty rccitul—Hiram Brock
Auditorium at 8:00.
what Judy Calls "relaxation."
17-18—Band tour through
A future coach from Williamsburg is Alan LeForce, also known Central Kentucky.
21—Civics Club Variety Show
as "Flea."
Alan has always been interested in auditorium.
23—Honors Day for Women
in sports as has his whole family.
He recalls the year When he was at 10:00 in the auditorium.
24—Dr. Robert Oppelt in replaying ball "for Cumberland Jr.
Building, Room
College; he" had three brothers cital—Music
s,
, playing high school ball and -a sis- 300.
25—Senior
Dinner
at
Campter who was a cheerleader; •
House —Keen J ohm son,
Since ' his arrival at Eastern, bell
speaker.
Alan has played on the Intramural*
Softball team as outfielder and on

c

Ihe Spice of Life
By

Tom

Logsdon

(The columta which has for it's basic phttosphy "Never put off until
tomorrow — wfcat you can put off 'Ml next' week
")
Considerate People
We have a lot of considerate people in McCreary Hall If
they stjuirt too much Rapid Shave out of the can they're considerate enough not to Waste it. They put it oh* your door knob right
where you'll bo sure to find it. I hate to disillusion them but rtiyi
doorknob seldom, if ever, needs a shave.
We have one young .musician who is considerate enough to wait
until 2:00 o'clock in the morning to Mine his shtte trdmBone. -He
doesn't want to disturb lis while we're doing 'something important
lilfe playihg cards, so He waits Until we're dofng sdmethmg ultlnl*
pbrtant like tryTftij to sleep. He's; so nice" about it that I Hate ti»
break his" heart by telling him, that concerts are not usually scheduled for 2:00 o'cJocTt hi the) rftornmg.......
We have a lot of considerate people who are always rolling beet
calls down the steps. It's nice of them to try f6 save the janitors'
sdihe'wbrk. It seems a shame to tell them that the janitors ordinarily don't pick" lip the Crash, ait midnight..„..•
There are several considerate people who are always rolling
firecrackers under my door. They've! probably heard that I collect
fireworks. I hate to sound ungrateful but I cOHect only unlighted
firecrackers
Every time I take a shower one of my considerate neighbors?
locks me out of my room. I know they mean well and I hfite to
be a kill-joy, but actually I don't get much of a ktek out of walking
over to Beckham in my shorts to get a passkey
Shine-Shave-Shower-Shampoo-Artd S6 Oft
Every" time I take a shower in McCreary Hall, somebody flushes
the commode, thus drenching me with a stream of water Hotter than
Satan's after shave lotion. The plumbing is hooked up so that wh*'""
the commode is flushed all the cold water gdshes dowh it lefav
the hot water to singe my eyebrows, blister ffljr cotlaf bone, melt
finger naris^ toast my jugler vein, and ih general pttry hob w*h my
nervous system. 9b far this year, I've invented four* fieW cusswordtf
and brushed up considerably on the old standards.
I've concluded' hat the good old days ftifcht not have oe§fi se>
had after all. Grandpa may have had to take his'. Saturday night
bath in the ol wooden tub, but at least he dfthl't have TO woHBet
if»he was gonna get scalded every time somebody tore a pagfei frtiftt
the Sears-Roebuck catalogue.
With what I now know the dyhamiftngs at tjKe University of
Kentucky seem a little more justified. If d*My~ I MhiW wHert 1
could get some high explosives, I might eve* conduct a few expertrheTitS of My owrt.
1
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Skippin1 The Beat
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Faculty Facts

"Man, nuthin' swings. Like, I'm real down.
,jn the beginning there was the blues; and then came
rvthym: and then Jazz.
'.

fcJo • • •

Dean Gatwood, Art Department,
attended the Western Arts Association Convention, March 20April 4, in Louisville.

On March 26, Miss Mary K.
Burrier of the Home Economics
Department attended the meeting
of the Kentucky Dietetic Associapl r
M
1
* ? ^n^ ff'f,iw *£ Xyed his ««Rhapsoly in Blue" In tion.
Srew to adulthood hie father,
a PW {
* Carn^gie Hall. This
[ethodist u^ker, waa strqntfy ^ "WJg ^ testimony of the
Miss Duna Verich of the Art
«WO«d-.to the boy's ni^al In- ^•JJg1 polities V jazz.
clinations. VS«*. he once said, ^,
made the scene and Department attended the Western
Arts Association Convention in
«r* -J»the«' follow you V .«* ££. flourished.
Louisville on March 30 to April 2.
ESSfl SX^verS
-The Y«lk>w Do* Blues » -The
£2. voune^Sv' maSSStp BeaWStreet Blues* "The Memphis
Mr. Willis M. Parkhurst of the
ferf the Smen^'of^usi? BiTes," "The Hesitating Bluea" Education Department served as
in achooi-and out of it also, and many, niany others helped the ^ consultant at m':service< teachers
SouSTcar^ty In an orthodox ;J»H»e" people to swing into .the corrferericea af Somerset on Monday, March 24, and at Winchester
fashion He organised his first "«**.
"Sanir with this kids in his neigh-. W. C. Handy, the daddy of the on March 10.
bornood using the jawbone
of a blues, is gone: And where he is
Dr. Fred P. Giles of the Art
dead horse that Jiad died1 nearby, there are no blues.
Department also attended the cpnTkey would draw a broom handle
yentipn in Louisville. H* aerved
acioas tfte tee^h to imitate a bass.
ion the council "for that meeting.
They used pots and pans for their
drums. For the melody they sang
Mr. and Mr,?. Wiljis Parkhurst,
through combs.
' "
of
Union €^ty, became the parents
"Qot de blues, but too dam'
of a f>ne baby boy, John Greig, on
^arch 23"." '
' ■
,f
fhi8 i» the traditional blues
line. The origin .qf ty* blues is,
Mr. Wilbur Tineher, Director
lost In obscurity. All that Is
of Student Personnel, spsnt the
known definitely js that the name
Eastern' alumni, faculty, staff past we»k, March 31 to April 4,
"blues" was not heard until around and students will have a'place "to In'^t. Louis, ^fissouri. Mr. «gchar
Jjje turn of the century.
get together during the busy weak was attending tfie American iBersonnel "^n"d guidance 'Association
The spirituals are pne manifes- tfKEfa meetings rin LoujaWUe.
itafibh of" Afro-American folk
Eastern Headoyartgrs will be annual convention.
music in chord! singing. The blues located in the Nprjh pay of the
ate the JWMtgtMtfltlBn of A-f ro- &rp.wn flptS fcQftby. T*s head- ILLNESS FATAL
.ASHKJcan Mk
«u|e |n solo sjrfg- guarW# mfl PfOYi^e registPatton *0 RI0HAWDSON
T,
' When
"-en ""a'loflfiy
a lone Negro' man and intormatfon, tickets to the
„r Ricjjardson, 73, retired
plowing "out some-not, gilent, river anpuar.Jjastern Breakfast, a felace..uf agent c? Ihe Mutual Benebottom," raised bis voice in a mewt fiuigau. .Service and a lounge fit t^ife fiisurance Co7 in LexingUTittfilff ".iflBPfitlf1 iMlU-V". he was fbr visiting.
15n,"^fed at §fa home, SfiS Hofth
11
alngiiig tihThfrth QTS^ *»"•■•
" my," on Monday, March iff.
The
JireakfjUJt
Wi
be
held
In
And sp thxangh the years »
Icnardsori bad' bean ill lor
I
Rpof
Gprftpn
of
\he
Brown
:
definite pattern of blufs AMW
fe*. •"
Jtefat
S
M
A.
M.~F^i<%,"Aprfl
and harmonics was formed, -flbe 11. . Tick§#» inay be Burchflsed
Mr.
Richardjon
was graduated
rhythms pimilar to the classic ori caiffpus in" Hie Alumni Office
Eastern In ,r19107 a member
iambic pentameter usej. by Shape- "in tFe Administration Building, from
of the "Pidneer " group. After
epeare and others. The fltofleet: tickets may be bough* * *«ui»- his
graduation, he^a^ht in the
tp express unpleasant ^motion-— viHe at the JSastern ^Bajjquarters trafiriin"*"
County schools until
before
4:00
on
Thursday
after191$,
when
he entered ,the life biXtf Ih the people $hft helped
sjjrance field where h# remained
the blues rise and chajigje from a noon.
until his retirement in J1953.
folk music of one groi».of people
Survivors include hif wife, Mrs.
in one jjarticujar regi<#i .to a folk
Thp ^rj»**S «1§U.es %o. «g°- Elijai's' Duvall Richa«d§on, Lexmusic for al, pne nfme stands
ington; t\po d'a'pghters, Mrs.
above them al. It is thM of ihe gtes for the mistakes and otnm- &&>*¥&
F- JVhite, jr., HppkkiBcfifiiposeTijr the -et. L*>uU Biuoa," mitmu JaAtae utUc containing the
Dean's D&t Iff ttter THxrCtr «lst vtHertnd Mr*. €J. A. Pound, Jr.,
W. C. Handy.
JOa.; a son, Harry A.
With his troubled life he helped ■— Oim -»ist«ifo« am pil ftatnnmrillr,
Richardson,
Westfield, N. 3.; two
dnadverfept
and
we
.regret
any
others like fcim to be§ter express
themselves and so relieve some of inconyeiaence oj etphftrraefnaept brothers, Lewis H. Richardson,
Science Hill; and Sam A- Richardthe^r tension through ijpe media we may have caused.
son,Richmond.
Miss
Jacqueline
Lane
and
Mr.
of Jazz. Handy took his music
Funeral and burial services were
to, Tin-Pan Alley and as a result Tony Farrent should have been held
in Lexington.
such composers as Jerome Kern, listed with "the 8.0 scholars.

Set for KEA Week

By Barbara Thomas

■

"

■

Blanche Seevers
JSasterp's mu§ic (Jepartment is indeed fortunate in haw
iv-g tainted ^rg. Blanche Seevers. She loves music and
much of her life -has been devoted to this art.
A native of Mlas/puri, Ae re- says that teaching music'-Is S»
ceived her A. B. Jegree from Uie jnuoh fun that ifJsta shame t*

TJnivers)ty of WnaSs, a M. Mus. take money ior it. She feels that
from NofthwesieFri university and the community concerts are valdid addrOphid graduate work at uable and encourages, rather tha»
CMumWa University. While in forces, her students to attend. Sh»
college, she sang In the A CapeUa briefs them on what to expect
Choir' and was" a member of Mu and then "bones them up on conPhi EJpsilon, an -honorary music cert- manners". Since 4he believe*
society.' As many of you-know, there is no bad music, she wants
she now sings In the Bicbmond to acquaint people with all kinds.
Asked about Eastern, Mrs.
Methodist "Church choir. She hM
done qoite a lot of choir work, in- 'Seevers said that she loves th*
cluding the Madison County Farm students and feels that it is th*
Bureau ehoir, which «he directed duty of the teachers -to build •>
for about four years. In 1950 she gpod spirit in them. .She added
sang in New York's Town sHail- that she thinks this campus boasts
She" has done many solos in "Tlwe of the prettiest girls and handMessiah" and has performed ex- somest boys to be found. Sh#
tensively m Kansaa and Mtfsfturi. doesn't find that young people
This attractive lady has little are any worse today but that
time-for recreation outside of her there are simply more people te
home and her work. However, do things. She does feel that they
she does enjoy cooking and putter- need strong leadership and ening around the yard of her Aspen couragement to live in this present
Avenue home. She also loves io age.
Mrs. Seevers' philosophy of lifs
bake birthday cakes for her
symbolizes her fondness for all
friends.
- ■
Mrs. Seevers enjoys all kinds of people. She stated, "My life i»
music and feels that all of it has bound up in music. There is s*
a place. Many* of her students much pleasure in life that we
are surprised that she has a large should try to reflect that whicl*
collection of popular music. She will make everybody happy."
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Give your psyche a "Workout j
~_Adler a little I

i

NO

1. Do you think all coeds should be required to wear the
new "sack" style dresses? (Fqr men only!) _
2. Do you think of a "square" only as a term in Geometry?

1

3. Do you go to see foreign films just for the plot?

1

'

| |

|

| |

|

j
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| |

|
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4. D° you think the school week is too short?
5. Do you question this statement: "The best tobacco gives
you the best smoke"?
- -

1

6. Do you sit as far away as possible from the prettiest gal in
class'in order to concentrate better on your studies?
7. Do you think the study of Home Economics is all a girl
needs for a happy married life?

\
■

8. Do you think your professors are too lenient in grading
exam papers? -L—l
—

i

If you answered "No" to all questions, you obviously smoke Camels - a real <8garette. Only 6 or
7 "No" answers mean you better get on to Camels
fast. Fewer than 6 "No's" and it really doesn't
matter what you smoke. Anything's good enoughf

•

»

■
1""

But if you want to enjoy smoking as never before,
switch to Camels. Nothing eke tastes so rich,
smokes so mild. Today more people Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette. The best tobacco gives
you the best smoke. Try Camels and you'll agree!

Have a real cigarette- have a

It J. Reynolds Tobaeco Com^tajt
•WlnjUMi-SUem, N. C.
.
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DORM LIFE

The Opposite Sex

Donna Jo Maulbee
Saturday hight—nice and quiet—just the night to rip
off a theme paper on a campus porblem while my roommate'draws up the drafts for her three research papers,
prepares for three panels, and writes a ten-page letter for
her boyfriend. She started the letter first so she would
be sure to get something finished tonight.

1

Friday, April 4, J95B

Hello again and Happy Easter!
E. B. (Easter Bunny—not Early Bird1) sends his salutations to
all you Egg-rollers and Chemisers. It looks as if we'll have to get
out lout extension cords and heating pads for the Sunrise Service
this year. I'm,' afraid it's going to be a "leetle mite" chilly in thes
ravine.
._•..-. ^
WeM, shall we all make a mad dash down town and: look for
a nice warm spring.suit? Unless we are lucky enough to be equipped
with a spring coat*to wear over our new dresses, We bad,.better
make plans to spend Easter in Florida. Speaking of spring coats,
the knit material, which is widely used m sportswear, is going to
be quite popular in spiring coats in bright, bright citrus colors.
Even if the beauty and stylishness of our spring dresses has
been shot by the cold weather, at least we can enjoy our Easter
bonnets. And bonnets they, are, because the old clothes style our
mothers wore in the 20's is here again. The fashionable broad, brims
of a few years ago is not as good this season. The smaller,: flapper
bonnets are in vogue.
By the way, while we're talking about flappers and such, how
many of you saw "The Sun Also Rises", the campus movie on March
28 ami 29 ? For those of you who did not, you missed a perfect style
show showing the newest in fashion, modeled by Ava Gardner no less.
The only trouble being that .the movie was supposedly in the 1920's.
I guess you know the old adage, about history, and, repeats. ,
Gals, if you're itchin' to be well dressed, you'll (put on more
beads than the Indians got for Manhattan Island—because "beads"
Is the by-word! Long gold chains wrapped and wadded around the
neck, are perfect accessories for any outfit this spring.
Another extra added attraction is colored hose which many of
the EKSC girls seem to be going in for to.a big way. Tb^Mona
come in all shades—from obnoxious fungi green, to gauds* bright red.
Well, tikne's slipping up on me, and sinqe I haven't finished
coloring my Easter eggs, I had better get busy. See you at the
Sunrise Service.
' .wW-sw' '■- .'.w

..^i ha,Te f*10*** *?r my ■l*Aect that test we have Monday at 8:00
•Complications Involved in Setting ^ covers 1(m g^ <£ ,a book
the Student Union Building on seserve-and I haven't even
Clocks." Of course, everyone seen the book. She has forgotten
knows some of the complications it, too, 'cause she is curled up on
Involved . . . knock-knock. Nice my junk-heaped bed working a
quiet evening? It's only one of cross-word puzzle.
the girls expounding her theory
The' subject just changed to
of the wonderful life of student something more exciting—'"The
WAF Captain Delsman
teachers on campus. Wonderful? Influence of Environment upon
Those kids must have driven her o^ Personality." They'd betmad. Knock-knock. Just the girl ter go back to tne first subject;
across the hall waiting to borrow rra sure they know much more
a needle and thread to sew a about it. While they're busy with
button on her skirt. I wonder their favorite subject, I'll go back
how many needles she has lost to mine.
Local women interested in a
for me this year. Why does she
"The question has been settled challenging job which offers good
have to wear that skirt tonight, when the clocks are to be set. pay and opportunities for travel
anyway? Chances are, 111 have to The second complication now and meeting new people will have
sew the button on; she's all arises—How are the workers go- a chance to talk with Capt. Mary
thumbs. The needle's broken and ing to set the clock? Are they A. Delsman of the 8602 US Air
I have to hunt a replacement. going to be old-fashioned (and Force Recruiting Group, HarrisShe's gone at last—oh, no, she save money) and use a ladder or burg, Pennsylvania, who will be
Isn't—she wants to borrow my be modern and use a helicopter? visiting Eastern Kentucky State
roommate's perfume.
Frankly, I think they ought to College on 8th April 1958.
use . . ." There goes the last piece Capt. Delsman will be located years in exceptional cases).
Back To The Theme
in the Student Union Building from
"The main complication seems of fudge candy Mother sent me
The Air Force has found that
AM until 12:30 PM. During
to arise as to when to set the this week. Yeah! I knew it! Now 8:00
women can handle more than 80
her
visit
here
Capt.
Delsman
has
the£re
all
thirerty.
They
could
clocks. The workers can't agree drink water but they're choosy— said that she will be happy to dis- per cent of its job specialities and,
on whether to set the clocks on
according to Capt, Delsman, the
the WTuesdar*fter tnTfburth l™ t^'1* flad we're not stingy. cuss the opportunities for direct jobs women are doing as WAF
appointments
as
commissioned
ofWednesday in February or the Jf? roommate treated them to
ficers in the Air Force with young (Women in the Air Force) officers
fourth Thursday after the second ^OKesbasic eligibil- are all interesting because they all
Monday. . ." Knock-knock. My
Twelve zero one and in SHE women who meet the
Under the°new "require initiative, creative effort
ity
requirements.
pencil sharpener is in demand breezes. Something's wrong — I
and managerial ability.
again—I wish she'd ejnpty it once can always tell. Same old thing commissioning program recently Appointments may be made by
In a century. Shell probably —she thinks she doesn't love him. announced by the Air Force, a contacting M. Sgt. Warren G. Roof direct appointstay an hour. The girls have Why don't they get married and limited number
are
available for single bey or M. Sgt. Thomas Ferriter at
started on the subject ''Why Boys settle the question. It always ments
women college graduates between the Air Force Recruiting Office in
on this Campus Are Too Chicken' helps her to cry, but it's awfqj 21
and 34 years of age (up to 40 Richmond, Phone 2199.
to Ask the Girls Out"—these nervy on me—and awful hard on
—
r
i
■
i
the
box
of
Kleenex.
Now
she
is
girls are sure hard-up for dates.
Another girl breezed in—"-looking talking about the cute little home
going to get when they
for her roommate." This new- they're
comer thinks it's the girl's fault 6et married. I guess the question
that the boys don't ask them out. is all settled—for tonight. I bet
Of course she would—she has a we listen to the exceeding wondate (with a different boy) every ders of that marvelous boy for
We Appreciate College, Patronage
night during the week and on the rest of the night.
Knock-knock—here we go again!
weekends.
(Wonder why she's
MAIN STREET — NEXT TO WOOLWORTH'S
In early tonight? Oh, yes, she Another girl looking for her long
as
lost roommate. Oh, I knew this,
has to study for an exam.)
»>■"■"
subject
would
eventually
creep
Another one just slipped in.
Good Grief—I'd forgotten all about lnto tne conversation — religion.
—, .
___ Well, at least most every sect is
FOR GOOD DRYCLEANING
represented. Tap-tap. WHOOPEE!
Mrs
T*e» II^MMii ^\m*
- Bales, two o'clock, and I'll

.

WAF CAPTAIN
TO VISIT CAMPUS

RAY'S BARBER SHOP
New Location

I O marry \Jt
_Jf

Not To Marry
■

(ACP) — To marry or not to marry while in college is a big question for many students. A Seattle
Pae;::^ sall^ge sociology professor,
Dr. C. Melvin Foreman, has done
research in the subject, recording
the views of many students.
Here are some of his findings:
1. Forty percent of the married
couples said they wouldn't
recommend combining college
and marriage.
t. Wives who marry after their
sophomore year, but before
graduation, take a dim view
of the venture. Perhaps in
retrospect, the time between
their former single status and
graduation now seems very
short, but at present the
graduation goal looks unattainable.
8. Wives who marry after high
school graduation, or in the
freshman year, seem happy.
Perhaps their education aspirations were limited.
A Coupled who finance marriage
with just one partner assuming major financial support
didn't recommend marriage.
Those who had worked out
what they considered a cooperative financial program
were willing to advocate marriage.
5. Having children while a student did not significantly affect attitudes. However, having an unplanned child created a negative feeling toward being a married undergraduate.
8. Students who began their first
serious dating in college were
hesitant to advocate marriage. Dr. Foreman noted
many of these "had been involved in a bried but intensive pattern of courtship."
7. Parents play a part in the
success of the campus marriage. Men who were reluctant to recommend marriage came from homes
where there had been strong
parental opposition, to the
marriage in the first place.
Parental opposition did not
appear to be a factor in the
lives of wives opposing college marriage.

. . ■ ...i.——r—:—<-T
' i.'-i1—rr-—■-■;..',;,.. J-.W ••
:

All women students are urged
to attend the assembly, April
i8 at 10:00. The program will
*e conducted by' the WwSen's
Organizations, Awards, recognitions, and honors for the-past
fear will be given at the Annual Women's Honors Day.

m

Petti
Sports Wear

COLLEGE DRY CLEANERS

Bet some rest.

P. S. Goodnight, girls.

60

Smith Nominated
For Lehman Award
Shirley Smith, • a senior Elehientary Education major from
Williamsburg, has b#* nominated
by Eastern's chapter of the SNEA
to receive the Lillian B. Lehmon
Award. This award is give* to
the outstanding senior member of
the Kentucky SNEA who is planning to teach in the state next
V€a
f;
The winner of the Award Will
be chosen on the basis of participation in SNEA, contribution to
SNEA, personality, and campus
activities. The Award will be presented in Louisville during the
KEA meeting next week.
Shirley is a transfer student
from Cumberland Junior College
where she was active uTFTA, the
Student Council, BSU,« dramatics
and the pep club. Here at Eastern, she participates in SNEA, the
World Affairs Club, and the BSU.

MAKE
CERTAIN!
For your protection and
peace of mind make certain your protection is
in sound old-line companies. Be sure also, to
select an old established
agency which has proven its value to its policy
holders.

.

MINUTE CLEANING!

-, DALE PEYTON and
..'-DICK PERRY/Sur

%i

College -Agents
109 N. 3rd St.

(
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BALES
GOOD
E. MAIN ST.

PLACE
FOOD
RICHMOND, KY.

.

MADISON LAUNDRY
And CLEANERS
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND
-

*

CLEANING SERVICE —

LET ONE CALL DO IT ALL!
I HOUR—I DAY SERVICE

PERGREM'S
. Dependable
'Insurance

I IA

WHEN REQUESTED —NO
EXTRA CHARGE!

Everything for your leisure
hours. Chemise blouses; Bermuda Shorts, Jamaicas, Clam
Diggers. Shorts,. Blouses' • and
Skirts to match. MBny itt'DripDry fabrics.

Come

The
SMART
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College and Career

Third and Water Streets

Phone 407
.
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BY LARRY KNARR

..,.IU...>

" If is ft weU-establlshed fact that collegiate
basketball and football games always manage to
' lure larger and more
enthusiastic crowds than do
*.' track meets and1 T>asebalJ games.
'■" -*••.-. fir an attempt to find a logical explanation
for fttft we conducted a little poll at one of the
-Maroons' home basketball games. We asked a
total of one-hundred freshmen, sophomore, junior,
'"■"•ad senior boys the following question: "Why did
""'ffctf coifte to jhe game tonight?" The answers we
•fot were alarming. We found!'that:
11 of the boys liked to watch basketball games
■ t v 10 came to insult
the players, coaches, and
" T referees' '• f*1 '• • ''.-' **• ■
■>• -V-- • ft-" Were there to study; their dorms were too
rivwJy"' .," '
ejiT the popcorn sold at the games
d •Mhe firecrackers left from Jury 4
Were pickpockets
.was lost
66" came to see the cheerleaders?
,, •,. .AUr-thw left us with 'the general impression
^ tt*t fwo out of every., three college boys who att\ t«»n4 Ibftsketbalt. games would! not even be there
:'•"■! itwiwen't for the cheerleaders.
'"''' ; It .tebka' like there is finally hope for colle■'•••• Clate • track and baseball coaches who wish to
_.. Increase,attendance. All thehy have to do Is use
• few cheerleaders. "
Three cheers for Jumpbv*. Joe Harper, former
■astern "hoop hero Joe's unheralded Monticello
i "quintet i»r« up a lot of good ball-clubs before fint ally bowing out o St. X in the semi-finals of the
, state^urnarnent.
leri'you start looking ofr the best-coached.
I team iir the tourney, If you lead off your bat with
i
Harper, you lead it off with the right man. Harper was paid high tribute in Billy Thompson's
column.
Harper has done a terrific job. at Monticello.
It's his .first year at the school and any time a
newcomer arrives on the scene, it's hand to get
adjusted.
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WHITE TEAM TRIUMPHS IN
ANNUAL INTRASQUAD TILT
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Jim Williams
Joe got adjusted fast. After knocking off
Russell County in the district finals, the Trojans
The annual "Maroon-and-White" football game climax- I
kept driving and didn't stop to rest until they
ing
spring
football session was won by the White team Wed* j
had earned the right to represent the 12th Region at Lexington, where they were promptly rat- neslay night 12-7.
The game got under way with teams. Then the Maroons* Q. BL I
ed No. 16 in a field of sixteen teams.
But until the final 46 seconds of the semi-final the White receiving the kickoff Harris made a beautiful fake b» 1
game with St X, the .Trojans were still very and then they lost the ball by a his fullback and galloped 50 yards I
much in the struggle. In fact, only three points fumble which was recovered by to tie the score at 6-6. Bishop
separated! Monticello and the Tigers at that point Tomaro. After three unsuccess- converted to. make the score 7-4
As fate would have it however, St. X went on to ful tries, Bishop punted the ball in favor of the Maroons. For ths
win the ball game and the state cnampionship. out of bounds on the fourth down rest of the third quarter the team*
and the White team got it out to traded fumbles back and forth
Congrats, Jumpin' Joe and the Trojans. You the twenty 'yard line. After a and neither team could movsj
deserve all the pratoe you can get.
fine defensive first quarter the against the other.
• • • *
Maroons finally made a first down
When the final quarter starts*
Three other Eastern grade led teams into the just before the first quarter ended. It found the White team, under
"Sweet Sixteen." They are Goebel Ritter of Hazard, Harris paced the Maroons in the the control of Polly, moving ths/
Spider Thurman of Clay County, and Jimmy Cin- first quarter with fine passing ball and threatening to score. "AH
namon of Cynthiana.
and running.
through this quarter, Polly had
• * • •
In the second quarter, Polly the range and with about fou»
Coach Paul MCBrayer has been putting a lot seemed to be having trouble find- minutes to go in the game hs
of wear-and-tear on bis suitcase in the last few ing his men for passes and ended found Callahan in the open and
weeks. On four consecutive nights, Coach Mc Braver up having to run with the ball, hit him with a nice pass. Callaspoke at banquets at Hazard, Louisville Male, With fourth down and two yards nan then carried the mail home t»
Monticello, and Bearden High of Knoxville. He to go for pay dirt, the Whites put his team ahead. The Whites
also traveled to Northern Ky., where he spoke at were met head on by the tough again failed to make their extra
a feast thrown by the Northern Kentucky Ath- Maroon line and the ball Went point and they led 12-7 witti tims
letic Conference. We hope all that rich food does- over to the Maroons. Then the running out. The closing mistMaroons turned around and firm- utes showed that the White team
n't go to your waist-line, Coach!
• » » •
bled on. their own 2 yard line and badly wanted the victory with a •
the Whites regained possessien of fine defensive game right to ths
SPECIAL;NEWS FLASH !!!!!
ball. In the final minutes of end of the game.
A reliable source has Informed us that East- the
first half, Johnson cracked
Incavido and Spenlau turned I»
ern Kentucky State College may be forced to dis- the
through
to
put
the
White
team
fine
performances before having;
continue their entire sports program for next year.
6-0. The try for the extra to leave the game with injuries,
None of the officials of Eastern's athletic depart- ahead
point was unsuccessful as the Graybeal, Bishop and Kouns wers
ment were available for comment. The exact caus- first
ended with the White also outstanding,
es of this great disaster have not yet been divulged, team half
on top by six points.
Congratulations to Don Daley
but rumors have It that the whole thiHg is being
In the third quarter both teams and Jerry Boyd who turned in a
caused by an intense rival in the Western part were still fighting hard for the fine job of coaching,
of the state. They only thing we can do now Is ball and the defense stayed about
On the whole, both teams looked
wait and hope for the best
the same. There were quite a good on defense and showed fins
April Fool!
few fumbles in the third quarter offensive potentirJ. We are look- but that was due to the hard ing forward to a successful seasoa
tackling and blocking of both in 1958.
■

■
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Sputnicks - World Affairs
Capture Intramural Crowns

i

The intramural championship was won by "men from
outer space", the Sputniks. The Sputniks met the Hog Callers in the final game of the two week tournament.

The Sputnik crew won the
championship by unleashing a hot
second hair to sew up the victory.
Their 68 to 54 win gave them a
season record of 10 wins without
a defeat. They were paced by
Ollie Howard and Alan JJe Force,
The boys on the team were present'ed individual trophies to show
xnat they were the champs of
19
%Z'u *\
-i ••'*■•
(During the season the coach of
the Sputniks said the reason they
were so successful was due to
the team effort and cooperation
shown by the boys. Every night
flying as Eastern's Tennis Team practices serves hi preparation for a big season. Corky the
Sputniks had a game, the few
southpaw, faces righthanders Dick Hutton, Bob Burke, Tom Richardson, Homer Proffit, spectators
that came to see the
and Carl Pantos,
game thought that there was a
small army moving in, but it
turned out to be the Space men.
They had a 10 man squad which
consisted of the following boys:
Ollle Howard, Frank Asbury,
George Pendleton, Homer Profitt,

'Baby' Maroons Finish
Hoop Season Victorious

Son

g

Eastern's tennis team, coached
Eastern's freshman basketball team, coached by Jim
&.i)!L/ohn °00IierL,^i11 TC Barchtold,
caused e a lot season
of necks
be ver
craned'
in theire dition
Intothe
firat

!' will
moS^T^S^SS
^ y "r*
°\ "^
* ««? »'
have two matches apiece with
»
P«t on a spectacular show for the spectators.
Che

'

ear

tnev

«PP°«»ted.
The
cause of all this? Coach
Baechtold had gathered an eager
ETOUD of bovs together
Resides
VJ1 „ «, * ,
u \ ,, u
shaping them up mechanically, he
had
instilled a great will and desire nto
'
each one of the boys,
When
the smoke cleared at seaa
*M>' end, the Baby Maroons
emerged with a 9-1 record. Although the tallest man in the squad
was only «,s% , the height deAciency was made up for in speed,
School.
Slff'.ffjKS1 SfSS^lS?
The OVC tournament will be held *">sh also showed deadly marksMay 18-17 at Western. Five singles manship a* tbjy cashed in on 48.8
championships and two doubles per cent of their shots. The team
championships will be decided.
Coach Cooper commented that

I.

_,

Morehead, Berea, Georgetown, «and It didn't take long for the news to get around. Suddenly
h
gl
18 started comin
™l£^J;™nZ
LT£»'
* out «*■■ to <*» Weaver Health
eswtth Albion, ™L^
Pikevine, and
Cen- IK?"
Buildma. It might £ ad(Jed tha(. these f&m were never ^
Ten, boys have reported so far.
They are Bob Burke, Eddie Hatch,
William Hutton, Corky Keesy, Ray
Leurck, Dale Moore, Homer Profitt, Carl Paulus, Tom Richardson,
and Jerry Thomas.
Burke, Hatch, and Profitt are
tbs only returning lettermen.
Burke has been the NO. 1 man for
the past' two years. Hatch and
Profitt offer strong support. Of
- the nsweomers, Ray Leurck is the
most, experienced. He earned four
letters in tennis at BeUevue High

k

"•>■ Tower, Tony Harris, Alaa
1* Force, Ray Goff, Joe Graybeal
and Gerald Walton,
The club championship was won
by the World Affairs Club. Ths
club champions were defeated by
the Sputniks in the semi-finals by
a score of, 53-44. The-World Aj>
fairs was paced all season by a
hot-shooting jtrmping-Jack by the
name of R*y Freeman. Big Kay
finished averaging 22 points a
game.
The boys from the World Affairs headquarters also received
trophies to show that* they wers
the club champions of 1958.
The World Affairs Club had an
eight man squad consisting of the
following boys: Ray Freeman, Gillis Lewis, Bobby Points, BUI Zimmerman, Davis Watt*, Bob Warman, John Floyd, and Jim WUHams.

SkiSTta experien^bu^SSt he t
'a/n&>ing totfmprove on the rec- grab 69 rebounds per garni.

-y^ --. . ,,,, l..

' _
handily over the same Cumberland
team
> 101-78.
Coach
Baechtold cited the imPressive win over Norfolk Naval
Base as the team's outstanding
performance of the season,, defensive-wise and otherwise. Norfolk
defeated Georgetown's varsity,
champions of the KTAC, the week
before. The Baby Maroons easily
disposed of Norfolk by the count
of 93-87.
The team ^ led m a* scorw
deparement by Carl Cole. 6'!^
guard from Cincinnati Col* AWTf£"f i™™inS a contest andPta
25£ X. ITLILZMSPJSLS

The Sputnicks emerged victorious in the Intramural Basketball events,
The boys received individual trophies, as a reward for their season's
efforts
seasons
stehuk
«^^..
A *
«,1
y
52b"&iff
f££U*£ Aur" dered
f ™*-1"*" R^ Gardner was hind a
av era ed
™™1 ^ J J}fl_ . «
}° &
**<*»»* of his height, but

from Carter Wt tor' 18 8 SbfJ Sn^^SiW' 2t£re .Ws *?"
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"S on nearly 50 per cent of his
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winnmg 44 per cent;
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AU of these boys should be heard
from in the years to come, and
some of them will make some of

Jerry girnTand led thTteam"m assists! &TX&JTES SS""* **
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Noted Educator Speaks
On Russian Education
Dr. Dodge In Chapel
-

Boyd Kelly WiMiams
Have you ever driven along-A country road <m a cleai
poxtance of Christian witnessing winter day and enjoyed the beauty of a green space filling
during the week-end visit of tfwa its position among the bare trees?
The Baptist Student Union will
give special emphasis to the 1m-

students from Texas A*M Col.leg*. "Skip" Conner and Max
Dr. Homer L. Dodge, President Emeritus of Norwich ^tt arrlved on thc campus on
Ui iversity, and a noted authority on scientific and techni- Friday afternoon and remain unt
cal education, spoke to Eastern's assembly on Wednesday, S^g^^S^-S^S
April 2. His 'topic was "Soviet Education: A OMeogeto LT^M-WBapti.
America," and was a remarkable report based on his exten- student center on Friday, Mon... and
_ _, research
u in
;- the
*u- Soviet
A^ettlM.
day and Tuesday. I>i«ig!j
she travel
Union,
social wiJl be heldj* the Center
In opaDing, Dr. Dodge stated
on Saturday evening at T:00 P.M.
that he particularly liked making
During the. day they will be at
his speech to collage students, for
the Center for group or personal
he said today's youth "are forced
conferencea All students Sre Weicome to participate in this emto look forward to a challenge
nhasis
*
that we older persons will be
pnaa,s
"
spared. You," he continued, "will
., ,. .
.
„, Li*.*** „™
have to face the ordeal of living
A limited number of tickets are
with Russia for a baK-century—
now on sa^ for the 3 S. V\ Banand I use the word 'ordeal' adquet which will be held at the
visedly, for coexistence with RusB5 9VJfFum^S&
sia promises to &e an ordeal for
April 18, at 6:00 P. M. An oirc
as far into the future as anyone
<*JK J£tl£J£& X or£
can e«*."
selected for decorations and proBesides holding many unguardgram. Oary Porter is chairman
ed and casual conversations with
of the banquet committee with
the following students serving on
individual Russians'. Dr. Dodge
special features: Betty Lake, room
and his son Norton were also able
decorations; Etta Drury, table
to examine a croM section of
decorations; Alma Cooper proSoviet education, and although not
gram; Beryl Boerner, printed proa gneat many Soviet schools were
-Icami and Don Hamrick, ticket
involved In his research, he said
ij,, asii^ialJrecognition
will£g
be
that because of the standardisaP
g,
2£n
■
T?1
Tr
r
?
tion of education throughout the
Ktk WuM Smith,
Boviet Union, even a small wsnipS« no^tvl^iTi«BettyJune
fing such as he saw gives much
U£L Sn ^SS^'DoT MW!
more information than one'could
SThSmmSStOr. Horace L. Bodge
ebtaln from similar visits in this
country.
Dr. Dodge stressed the need for
beginning the study of science
early in American schools. He
said that the Russian student begins the study of biology in the
4th grade, the study at physics
in the 0th, and the study of chemistry la the tth, and that the
United States must strive toward
producmg scientists of high quality, since Russia, with her immense population, will probably
always surpass the United States
in the quantity of scientists and
tecbniciaBS produced.
•The Russians appear not to be
as successful in the non-scientific
fields," Dr. Dodge continued. He
said that the Russians' history is
distorted to suit their purpose,
and that "their illustrative material in foreign language courses
is full of anti-Western propaganda and their economics and
political science has to hew to the.
Party line." Kowever. he stressed
that at present, the United States
should strive to' produce weiltrained scientists and technicians
in order to keep up with the
Soviets, and the educational system in the United States should
be geared for the proper preparation of those scientists.

to
summ«. they are seldom
noticed while most trees are, green;
%**«££»%£? £• T5S
dtottagu«fl»a m*mg surrounding
SUTUTeM -t like T^
^i^SSUS Sy^SS
jgjfttigMy ^ £reen, Jt as
J^l approaches, onV canot miss
their adominant character.
tn
«"v °™~„. "*, nf th. €kutr,
Trees remindme of toe char
acter«fm«- they.have then-out
standing^ ^Wlni^llgi
and their declining or recessional
periods. During the outstanding
periods of a man's life, whether
thev be 1the declining ones or the
J*^ *^ the eyes of the
^^ turned to nim, toying
£= ^etermina hia true character,
A
*SeTthat eSL SfoXers
^^
bad—la alwavs noticed,
G^TcharaXs comS arehke
^~" leaves combined, they aren't
^SttbS aScfEn SfJSSS,
^^
and badiVhTractersT and
ZJ0£^^e$£££r' *"
then notice ine eunerence.
Society JAMj^^jSgf'.JSg
qualities of a feSowman unless
he is bad, exnected to be b»4 or
has always fceen outstanding. If
one is always outstanding, how«* society* soon becomes bored
and looks for new fields of interest,
Often Vou have heard the rumor:
"Jqlm DL £ making a striking
cogack." OrigmalTy, society

■

- » •

-
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Ja^ed ^Mj^Uad, bu
"J"*"* theyug£M£|^ JE
38m MF&S ESS? NO
doubt you have notised this-.#<
various sporty T*]
^
J^.V^'Het
sires to see tTS overpowthe strong, hut lounj&itely aft*
the weak has confluerW his fo*
the attitude of the observe.
» ^ & aertwfwm t*
man/basically believe
, equality, and. decree to see i
•*•
acnievea.
.,,, ., t^
The wealc want to be strong:
and the strong want to be ad
mired. The majority wants to
satisfy the minority in their
(selected way and the minorit-r
wishes to t/the Wjortty. The?
is a continuous 3trngg> betwe#
the classes that witt-'&ay. «M
A true democracy consisting e
equality for all is a basic desi*
of" man: But within him exist
enough greed to have Mm secret!
e ^
equality were d
vided into shares-he would lib^ intem
™ —c
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ber that only seK-pol shing wi
should be used on *t; this w«
dries shiny and doesn't.need bu'
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MEN AND TREB

Baptists Announce
Coming Events
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Student Council

N

The Student Council would like
to thank the student body for their
cooperation in keeping the chairs
and tables straight in the grill.
The Council discussed many new
and interesting .ways in which to
better the present arrangements.
One of these suggestions was to
open the men's lounge as a dancing area and put more card tables
in the space left open. It has
been reported that Mr. Ballou has
ordered new ping-pong tables
which should be placed In correct
positions for proper lighting and
playing room. Any suggestions
from the student body are greatly
appreciated at any time.
Keep your eyes open for the
"campus beautlflcatlon project" to
be launched soon.

Weddings
Johnson-Brodt
The marriage of Miss Mary
Elizabeth Johnson, Frankfort, to
Allen Marvin Brodt, Ft. Mitchell,
was solemnized at 3-:00 o'clock on
Saturday, March 22, at the First
Methodist Church, Frankfort.
Dr. Johnson, the bride's father,
superintendent of the Frankfort
District of the Methodist Church,
and Dr. J. L. Murrell, Park Hills,
Executive Secretary of the Northern Kentucky'Protestant Association, were the officiating ministers.
Mrs. Brodt was graduated from
Eastern last year and has studied
at the University of Kentucky.
Mr. Brodt is a graduate of the
University of Cincinnati. The
couple lives on Dogwood I^ane in
FuankfODt. They are both teaching in Franklin County.
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Only L*M gives you
this filter factthe patent number
on every pack
...your guarantee of
a more effective filter

on today's L«M.
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Best tastiri smoke you'll ever find!
Put yourself behind the pleasure end of an L*M. Get the flavor, the
Miracle Tip is pure white inside, pure white outside, as a filter
should be for cleaner, better smoking.
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It would be a pleasant education
In itself juSF'to wander at leisure
over England and Scotland, Ireland and-Wales, and the fascinating islands that' constitute the
Inner'and Outer Hewridesj but my
plans called for more than sightarting. There was plenty of hard
, work included in my schedule last
summer, as I had Been fortunate
enough to be chosen by the Institute of. International Education
as one of the students from the
United States to attend the Summer School for Overseas 8tudents
at the University, of'Edinburgh.
The university is reputed to be
more like a university in the
United States than any other in
,the British Isles, but I found as
many differences as similarities.
For one thing, being a student
with 'ho professional responsibilities was in itself a delightful and
restful change, and attending
classes "on the other side of the
deek^ was- sheer fun. But there
were other aspects of life in a
Scottish university that would be
of more general interest than one's
personal reactions to class work.
I arrived in Edinburg at Waverly Station on Princes Street
early-on the day that the Summer
Bchooi^tarted, and went into the
North" British . Hotel,",. for breakfast. *rh«i-e * met *or the first
time what becanip 9. most familiar
sight throughout the summer.
Practically, everybody in the place
was reading the newspaper. I
never in all nw life saw such a
place for reading newspapers as
Scotland. Mefi; -Women, and children—they all* rea>f the papers
and I mean read them. And .they
folded them neatly, tucked them
away in shopping bags, coat
pockets, or under their arma, and
went on about the day's work.
I never saw a newspaper, or any
kind of paper, left lying about all
summer.
After breakfast, I went out on
Princes Street to get a bus or
taxi to take me to Carlyle Hall.
The night before, when I had
boarded the Royal Scotsman in
London, the weather had been almost unendurably hot; this morning in Edinburgh it was actually
cold. As many of you know,
Princes Street has shops along
the north side only, while on the
south side is a deep ravine, beau-*
tiftuiy landscaped and aglow with
gorgeous flowers. The Old City
looks down from its regal heights
across the mists and across, "the
centuries to New Edinburgh far
below it at i«A feet;
The busy modem city was entering on the work of a new day
end a new week. Buses were
emptying their hordes of workers,
earn were" streaming past, shop
doors were being opened, awnings
adjusted, and flower boxes watered
and tended. It was high time
that I reported to the residence
halls. Should it be a bus or a
taxi? On a bus, I could ride a
mile for a tuppence, three miles
for fourpence, and anywhere in
the city for sixpence. However,
I cho3e a taxi and luckily so. The
bus stopped three blocks across
the campus from Carlyle Hell,
and my two suitcases were untoteably heavy.
$ My knock was answered by a
pretty woman, vivacious and
charming in manner. Upon my
telling her my name, she replied,
"Oh, yes! From Kentucky. When
did you reach Edinburgh?" I told
her I had been in the city less
than two hours. "Won't you come
Into the dining ha|l and have
breakfast? Not even another cup
of tea?"
Shortly before I ME home, I
had written the Institute of International Education in New
York, asking whether I needed
any type of identification or credentials to present updo my arrival at the University and had
been informed by Miss Camilla
Strong that they knew all about
me and were awaiting my arrival.
Miss Strong certainly knew whereof she spoke. When one of the
Junior Hostesses unlocked my
room door and carried my suitcase
in for me, I saw that the name
plate on the door carried my
name. Rosemary told me that
coffee would bo served in the
Commons Room (parlour, to you)
at eleven and that I should stop
at the Director's office before
then if possible.
My room looked out over the
lovely lawn and flower beds of
the quad, and the French door*
opened out on a little balcony. My
room was furnished very simply,
but adequately. Thd unique thing
that caught my eye the minute I

entered the rooni war a bowl of
beautiful flowers on -the table,
freshly cut and aiianged that
morning, and lying beside them
was my mail. I think-1 fen in
love with Carlyle Hall that
moment.
When I went down to the Director's office, I did not have
time to identify myself, for I was
greeted by name and asked about
my trip and about Kentucky as
if I were a personal friend instead of a student just entering
the University;* After a few minutes of pleasant conversation, I
was handed a large manilla envelope bearing my name and was
told that it contained all of the
work In the University, and it
work in the University, And it
really did. The time and location
of classes, the schedule of lectures
and lecturers, meal tickets, identification card, certificate of membership in the University, schedule
of tours and entertainments, directions for using the Library, a
map of the University, a map fo
the city, and a complete list of
assignments, tests, and the "delegacy" of readings for my section in literature were included.
In thirty minutes I had completed
my enrollment and was free to do
as I pleased for the remainder of
the day. I "pleased" to spend
it on Princes Street and on the
Castle Terrace.
(May I say just here that this
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Wad hot a unique procedure.
Everyone of the 160, students in
the overseas group was received
in an identical way.)
The Library was fascinating*.
Once we had paid our tuition and
fees, we were given a library
number. We could check out as
many boo!. a« we wished and
keep them ns long as we needed
them, provided they were not required by an instructor. The
STCBCKS of tftft" general lrorwy WfW
open. We filled out a slip for
each book, giving the author,
title, and library number of each
bock, together with our names,
our. number, and Edinburgh address, -and^the date. A slip of a
different color and bearing the
identical information was to be
filled out and placed in the book
when it was returned. The record
of each student was kept on a
page bearing his library number,
so-that, at anytime, the Librarian
could ascertain exactly what books
any student had checked out,
which one he had returned, and
which were still charged against
him. The same procedure was
followed at the Hostels, where
there were supplementary libraries of several hundred volumes
in each of the fields of our study.
The thing that I could scarcely
believe was being allowed to check
out first editions of, to me, priceless works, to be used at my discretion: Sidney, Spencer, Dryden,
Donne, Pope—I couldn't name them
all. "Do you mean we can take
these out?" Oh, yes, we have
plenty of copies."
The only thing of which there
was not a plentiful supply was
pencil sharpeners. So far as I
could find out, tkere was only
one mechanical nencil sharpener
(Continued on Page Eight)

THE B6ST IN
HOME COOKED MEALS
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GOLDEN RULE CAFE
i

122 S. First Street
—

ONE HOUR CLEANERS
Featuring

"MARTINIZING"
THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING
All Sweaters Put in Plastic Bags
at No Extra Cost!
3RD AND MAIN

G-O-O-D F-O-O-D
Q-U-l-C-K S-E-R-Y-l-C-E

DIXIE

KITCHEN

NEXT TO RICHMOND HOTEL

Stuck for dough?
BON VOYAGE presents? You might give a
substantial checking account in the Left
Bank of Paris. A deck of cards for playing
London Bridge. Or walking shoes in which
to Rome Italy. Better yet, give Luckies—
and make your present a Partin' Carton!
A Lucky, after all, is the best-tasting^cigarette anywhere. In Paris you hear, "Un
Luckee? C'est merveUleux!" (That's
French!) Roughly translated, it means: it's
all fine, light, good-tasting tobacco, toasted
to taste even better. (That's advertising!)
Juet light up a Lucky and see for yourself!
(Now, that's smart!)
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STICKLING! MAKE $25
We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we
print—»nd tor hundreds more that
never get used! So start Stickling—
they're so easy you can think of dozens
in seconds! Sticklers are simple riddles
with two-word rhyming answers..
Both words must haVe the same number of syllables. (Don't do drawings.)
Send 'em all with your
name, address, college
and class to HappyJoe-Lucky, Box 07A,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

WHAT 1$ A MODEST MISTAKE?

WHAT IS A LONG-DISTANCE
WALKING CHAMPION?

|L|&j&

drWw»Syyr^-j.

^fe5»> Jjsj jpLj

.

sM^lw

PaceAoe

WALTER LEYLASC.
WILLIAM AND MANY

START

AHM* LUIELL.

■ROOKLTH COLLEGE

Humble Bumble

—
WHAT IS AN ADtOtt FISHERMAN?

WHAT IS A SHEEP'S tUUO"?

WHAT ft A TEN-DAY DICTATOH?

WHAT ft A MOTHER WHO
SPARES THE ROD?

Toddler Coddler
Brief Chief

•OIMMN WAMFIELS.
U. OFKAItSAS
■ »■■
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LIGHT UP A
*A. T. QM

as?

JOYCE »A*CH.
*
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Bleating Greeting
.

■

WILLIAM WILLIAMS.
VMHSSTOWN s.
A

II
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MosttT CotttT
a
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MINNA SUM.
• V FFALO STATE TCACKEtS

in i

SMOKE -LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
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MISS BUCHANAN
Is Old College. It had been the
gift of a former student from the
XJ. S. and was kept in the private
ttffice of the Head Librarian. One
gave hit* pencil to the man at the
desk and explained whether a
long or short point was desired.
The gentleman disappeared into

EASTERN
the sacred precincts and some
minutes later re-appeared with
the sharpened pencil. Fortunately,
most of us had an adequate supply . of ink pencils; also these
could be purchased at any book
store.
There was no "college book
store", but none was needed.
There were marvelous bookstores
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limited hours and dollars to spend
in them! And prices were half,
and less than half, of those in the
U. 8., while second-hand books
could be had literally for a few
cents. And even those low prices
were reduced' for us upon the
presentation of our University
membership cards.
(To be continued)

all around the University, indeed,
all over Edinburgh. Since returning to tne united States, I have
learned that there are more book
stores and more publishing companies per capita in Edinburgh
than anywhere in the world. Oh,
they were beautiful, tempting
places, those Edinburgh book
stores! How I- longed for un-

5—Baseball: HUsdale (Michigan) College at Richmond.
9—Baseball: Lincoln Memorial at Cumberland Gap,
Tennessee. ,
15—Baseball: U. of K. at
Richmond.
10—Baseball: E. Tennessee at
Johnson City, Tennessee.

What does this fruit have to do with this cigarette filter?
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VICEROY FILTER

THE VICEROY FILTER IS MADE
. FROM A PURE,
MATERIAL FOUND IN ALL FRUIT
■
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-and it gives you Maximum Filtration
for the Smoothest Smoke!
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• From the same soft, pure material found in the rich pulp of
nature's healthful fruits, modern filter scientists have created the
greatest cigarette filter ever designed ... the Viceroy filter. For the
Viceroy filter gives you the maximum filtration for the smoothest
smoke of any cigarette. More taste, too ... the pure, natural taste
of rich, mellow tobaccos. Yes, Viceroy gives you more of what you
change to a filter for!

..
New crush-proof
flip-open box or
famous familiar pack.

PURE, NATURAL FILTER
PURE, NATURAL TASTE
•IBM, Brown * Wimamwm ToMcco Corp.
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